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ABSTRACT

We consider the problem of controlling a mobile robot in order to localize a sound source. A microphone array can provide the robot with information on source localization. By combining this information with the movements of the robot, the localization accuracy can be improved. However, random robot motion or short-term planning may not result in optimal localization. In this paper, we propose an optimal long-term robot motion planning algorithm for active source localization. We introduce a Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) method to find a sequence of robot actions that minimize the entropy of the belief on the source location. A tree of possible robot movements which balances between exploration and exploitation is first constructed. Then, the movement that leads to minimum uncertainty is selected and executed. Experiments and statistical results show the effectiveness of our proposed method on improving sound source localization in the long term compared to other motion planning methods.

Index Terms— Source localization, long-term motion planning, mixture Kalman filter, Monte Carlo tree search.

1. INTRODUCTION

Robot audition plays an important role in enhancing human-robot interaction [1–3]. Equipped with microphones, a robot is capable of detecting sound sources and localizing their origin. Using that information, it can separate a mixture of sounds, process the data to extract other useful information, and better understand its surrounding environment.

One of the benefits that robots provide to source localization is active localization which fuses robot motion and the measurements taken at different poses of the robot [4–11]. As can be seen, the movements of the robot improve source localization [12–14]. For example, head rotation can resolve the ambiguity on the angle of arrival [15,16]. Moving towards a source can increase the signal-to-noise ratio [17,18]. However, any robot motion is not optimal in all situations. Approaching a source is most useful when the robot is still far from it. Turning the head gives little additional information once the front-back ambiguity has been eliminated. Therefore, robot motion planning must be considered in order to locate an audio source as precisely as possible.

The localization accuracy can be improved by following a fixed patrol loop and covering a potential maneuver area [17]. More sophisticated motion strategies based on information-theoretic criteria, i.e., Shannon entropy, have been proposed [19–21]. The general idea is to drive the robot in the direction which leads to minimum uncertainty on the source location. In [21], a gradient ascent method was proposed to find the robot movement that minimizes the entropy of the belief on the position of the sound source one step ahead. This method yields a locally optimal robot motion but, in the long run, this sequence of local optima is generally not globally optimal. In [20], a long-term motion planning method was introduced by using a dynamic programming algorithm to find the optimal trajectory for localizing a static source. This method approximates the sum of entropies over a finite time horizon by assuming that the entropy at each future pose does not depend on the trajectory used to reach that pose. This assumption is required for dynamic programming, but the entropy actually depends on the followed trajectory in practice. This method is therefore also potentially suboptimal.

Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) [22,23], which had great success with computer Go [24], is a stochastic algorithm for making optimal decisions in a given domain. The algorithm builds and uses an adaptive tree of possible future states. It evaluates each state in a search tree by the average outcome of simulations from that state. At each step, a new action is selected to create a new node and improve the evaluation of all parents of the tree. MCTS enables planning many time steps ahead and is often effective even with little or no prior domain knowledge. In addition, MCTS with the upper confidence bound for trees (UCT) algorithm [25] as the selection criterion can address the exploration-exploitation dilemma.

In this paper, we introduce a long-term motion planning algorithm for robot sound source localization based on MCTS. This algorithm is applicable to any moving robot and any source that is active for a sufficient amount of time, e.g., a human speaker. We provide two contributions. First, we build
an MCTS framework to find an optimal sequence of moves which will minimize the expected future entropy of the estimated source location. Each level of the tree corresponds to one future time step and each node in the tree represents one robot pose at one time. We estimate the belief corresponding to a sequence of poses by a nonlinear mixture Kalman filter [26]. Second, we conduct an experimental validation of our algorithm in simulation with several realistic scenarios and compare it with other motion planning algorithms.

The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows. The proposed method for long-term robot motion planning is introduced in Section 2. The implementation of the MCTS algorithm is presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the experimental evaluation. Section 5 provides conclusions.

2. LONG-TERM ROBOT MOTION PLANNING

We consider long-term planning to find an optimal robot motion that reduces the uncertainty on source location. In this section, we describe the state vector and the derivation of an appropriate cost function for robot motion control.

2.1. State and observation vectors

In addition to diffuse background noise, we assume that there is a single directional sound source in the room, which is possibly not always active and may be moving. The state vector at time step \( k \) is defined by [26]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    X_k & a_k \\
    y_k & \theta_k & x_k & v_k & w_k & a_k
\end{bmatrix}^T = \begin{bmatrix}
    x_{rk} & x_{sk} & y_{rk} & y_{sk} & \theta_{rk} & \theta_{sk} & v_{rk} & v_{sk} & w_{rk} & w_{sk} & a_k
\end{bmatrix}^T
\]

(1)

where \( X_k \) is the pose of the robot, i.e., its absolute position \([x_{rk}, y_{rk}]\) and its orientation \( \theta_{rk} \) w.r.t. the x-axis; \( X_k \) is the state of the source, i.e., its absolute position \([x_{sk}, y_{sk}]\), its orientation \( \theta_{sk} \) w.r.t. the x-axis, and its linear and angular velocities \([v_{sk}, w_{sk}]\); \( a_k \) is the source activity, where \( a_k = 1 \) indicates that the source is active, otherwise \( a_k = 0 \). Including the source activity in the estimation enables the robot to track an intermittent source and deal with false measurements.

The observation vector \( Z_k \) consists of one angle of arrival measurement \( Z^l_k \) obtained via a far-field instantaneous audio localization technique and one source activity measurement \( Z^a_k \) obtained via a source activity detection (SAD) technique:

\[
Z_k = \begin{bmatrix}
    Z^l_k \\
    Z^a_k
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(2)

2.2. Mixture Kalman filter

Let us assume that the robot has taken measurements up to a certain time step \( k \). All the knowledge about the source location, source activity and robot pose at time \( k \) is represented by the belief \( P(X_k, a_k | Z_{1:k}) \). We model this belief via a mixture of Gaussians and estimate it using the mixture Kalman filter (MKF) implemented in [26]. In [26], we also define \( P(a_{k+1} | a_k) \) as the source activity transition probability table, \( P(X_{k+1} | X_k) \) as the state transition model and \( P(Z_{k+1} | X_{k+1}, a_{k+1}) \) as the observation model. The latter is built by acoustic simulation, taking reverberation and noise into account. We assume the robot does not move while taking measurements. If it were moving, the observation probability could be changed to account for ego noise.

2.3. Cost function

Now, we want to move the robot to a new pose at time \( k + 1 \). For every possible motion sequence \( u_{k+1:k+T} \) up to horizon \( k + T \), we quantify the uncertainty in the estimated source location by the entropy of the belief at each future time step \( k + i, 1 \leq i \leq T \). We sum these entropies with a forgetting factor, in order to tune the tradeoff between short vs long term. These entropies depend on future observations which are unknown at current time \( k \). By considering their expectation, the cost function can be expressed as

\[
J_T = \sum_{i=1}^{T} \lambda^{i-1} \mathbb{E} Z_{k+i:k+i+1} [H(P(X_{k+i}, a_{k+i} | Z_{1:k+i}))]
\]

(3)

where \( \lambda, \mathbb{E} \) and \( H \) stand for the forgetting factor, the expectation and the entropy, respectively. In practice, we approximate the expectation over \( Z_{k+1:k+T} \) by drawing \( N_s \) random samples \( Z^* \) from the distribution \( P(Z_{k+1:k+T} | Z_{1:k}) \):

\[
J_T \approx \sum_{i=1}^{T} \lambda^{i-1} \frac{1}{N_s} \sum_{Z^*} H(P(X_{k+i}, a_{k+i} | Z_{1:k}, Z^*))
\]

(4)

One sample from this distribution is obtained by first drawing a sample \( Z^*_k \) from \( P(Z^*_k | Z_{1:k}) \), followed by a sample \( Z^*_{k+2} \) from \( P(Z^*_k | Z_{1:k}, Z^*_k) \), and so on. Then, we have:

\[
P(Z_{k+1:k+T} | Z_{1:k}) = \prod_{i=1}^{T} P(Z_{k+i} | Z_{1:k+i-1})
\]

(5)

with

\[
P(Z_{k+i} | Z_{1:k+i-1}) = \sum_{a_{k+i}} \int P(Z_{k+i} | X_{k+i}, a_{k+i})
\]

\[
P(X_{k+i}, a_{k+i} | Z_{1:k+i-1}) dX_{k+i}.
\]

(6)

The entropies of the estimated beliefs cannot be computed in closed form for mixtures of Gaussians. An approximation based on a second-order Taylor series was proposed in [27] which we adopt hereafter.

Ultimately, the aim is to find the optimal motion sequence \( u_{k+1:k+T} \) minimizing the entropy. The optimal pose at time \( k + 1 \) is achieved by performing the first action \( u_{k+1} \) in that sequence and the optimization is done iteratively after each new observation. In the following, we use the terms “motion” and “action” interchangeably.
In practice, considering all possible motion sequences \( u_{k+1:k+T} \) to reach this new node up to time \( k \) from this node, and following a random robot trajectory from each node to its child nodes represent different actions. Q\(_m\)ulated reward is evaluated from that pose. The robot performs the corresponding trajectory to propagate upwards the tree to update the reward \( Q \) and the visit count \( N \).

An efficient method for selecting a node is the UCT criterion [25]:

\[
UC\text{T} = \arg \max_{n \in \text{children of } n} \frac{Q(n')}{N(n')} + C_p \sqrt{\frac{2 \ln N(n)}{N(n')}}
\]

where \( C_p \) can be tuned to achieve a suitable tradeoff between exploration (low value) and exploitation (high value). This criterion derives from the Chernoff-Hoeffding inequality which is valid for a bounded reward function. In our case, entropy is bounded upwards by the entropy of the uniform distribution on the state vector, and downwards by the entropy of the probability distribution in the case when there is no front-back ambiguity and the sound source is as close as possible to the robot (0.18 m due to the size of the robot).

In the example depicted in Fig. 1, the UCT criterion is iteratively used at each level to select a node until depth \( t = k + 2 \) where an untried action is chosen to create a new node. The predicted belief distribution \( P(X_{t+1}, a_{t+1} | Z_{1:t}) \) is first obtained:

\[
P(X_{t+1}, a_{t+1} | Z_{1:t}) = \sum_{a_t} \int P(X_{t+1}, a_{t+1} | X_t, a_t) P(X_t, a_t | Z_{1:t}) d(X_t) = (8)
\]

\[
\sum_{a_t} \int P(a_{t+1} | a_t) P(X_{t+1} | X_t) P(X_t, a_t | Z_{1:t}) d(X_t). \quad (9)
\]

Given one observation \( Z_{t+1} \) sampled as in (6), the updated belief at time step \( t + 1 \) is expressed as:

\[
P(X_{t+1}, a_{t+1} | Z_{1:t+1}) = \eta P(Z_{t+1} | X_{t+1}, a_{t+1}) P(X_{t+1}, a_{t+1} | Z_{1:t}) \quad (10)
\]

where \( \eta \) is a normalizing constant.

From the new expanded node, we perform a simulation until time step \( k + T \) by selecting an action at random at each time step. The procedure to update the estimated belief after selecting one action is similar to above. At the end of the simulation, we evaluate the reward by summing the negative entropy of the expected future belief from time step \( k + 1 \) until time step \( k + T \) with a corresponding forgetting factor \( \lambda \):

\[
Q = -\sum_{i=1}^{T} \lambda^{i-1} H(P(X_{k+i}, a_{k+i} | Z_{1:k+i})). \quad (11)
\]

After finishing the simulation, the number of times a node has been visited and the accumulated reward value are updated upwards, up to the root node.

The iterations of building the tree terminate when the computational budget has been used up. The optimal pose at time \( k + 1 \) is then chosen based on the average reward evaluated from that pose. The robot performs the corresponding action in order to move to this pose, takes a new real measurement \( Z_{k+1} \), builds a new tree to find the next optimal pose, and so on.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In order to obtain statistically meaningful results, a large number of experiments is needed that can hardly be conducted with a real robot. Therefore, we conducted simulated experiments mimicking the smart room at Inria Nancy, where the robot is a Turtlebot equipped with a 4-microphone Kinect sensor forming a linear array. We assumed the sound source to be static and always active. We simulated the robot movements and the resulting location and activity measurements employing state-of-the-art techniques, whose parameters closely match the real reverberation and acoustic noise conditions in that room [20]. We generated 200 experiments for different random initial robot locations and source locations.
4.1. Algorithm settings

To start from an informative belief, the robot first follows a fixed trajectory while updating the belief using MKF [26] for 3 s. After this, it follows the proposed MCTS algorithm with \( \lambda = 0.5, T = 20, \) and 700 tree nodes. The action set contains 13 discrete actions. They are basically moving forward, moving backward, turning left or right while moving forward or backward, turning with different speed and radius. The optimal selected action is applied 5 times in a row, with 0.2 s time step. For comparison, we applied the same procedure to three other motion planning algorithms: a greedy algorithm inspired from [21], MCTS with an approximate cost function inspired from [20], and random motion. The greedy algorithm finds the optimal action that minimizes the expected entropy of the belief one step ahead. The MCTS algorithm with approximate cost function computes the expected entropy for each future pose in (11) by recursively predicting the belief via (9) at all time steps, but updating it via (10) only for the last step. The random method simply choses the next pose of the robot at random.

4.2. Results

Fig. 2 shows the entropy of the estimated belief over time for all algorithms, on average over all experiments. After only 1 s of motion planning, i.e., at time \( k = 4 \) s, the two flavors of MCTS already yield significantly lower entropy compared to the greedy algorithm and the random algorithm. The entropy decreases drastically at further time steps. This is because MCTS optimizes the entropy in the long run. In contrast to that, random motion barely reduces it and the greedy algorithm only optimizes it one time step ahead.

This result is expected as our method is actually optimizing the entropy. However, the objective of this work is to use robots to better localize sound sources. Therefore the evaluation of the algorithms should be done on the estimation error, that is the distance between the estimated source position and the true position, which is available only in simulation. The average estimation error over time is presented for all algorithms in Fig. 3. Again, the average estimation error of both MCTS methods is smaller compared to greedy and random motion in the long run.

With a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, we can show that both MCTS variants yield a significantly smaller entropy and estimation error than the greedy and random algorithms \((p < 0.01)\). The MCTS variant with approximate cost has significantly smaller estimation error than the MCTS variant with exact cost \((p < 0.01)\). However, the two MCTS methods are not significantly different in terms of entropy value.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a long-term robot motion planning algorithm for sound source localization. Our main theoretical contributions concern an objective function and a practical MCTS algorithm for finding an optimal sequence of robot movements that will minimize the estimation uncertainty in the long run. The experiments showed that our long-term planning algorithm has better performance compared to greedy or random motion. Future work will focus on improving the selection and simulation step in MCTS by providing prior knowledge when building the tree.
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